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a b s t r a c t

We study the stability and the thinning behavior of foam films in the presence of ionic surfactant. Using
the method of capillary cell at low pressures (20–50 Pa), combined with interference microscopy, we
measured the film thickness vs. time, the critical thickness of rupture, and the lifetime of films with dif-
ferent sizes. The film behavior is characterized by two separate stages: at first, there is a hydrodynamic
thinning without rupture; afterwards, film rupture occurs as a stochastic process. The measured lifetimes
in an ensemble of films are scattered in a certain range. We found that this statistical behavior is well
described by a specific distribution, with cumulative probability 1 − exp(−ˇt2/2). By means of theoretical
considerations, this distribution is derived from the time dependent differential probability for film rup-
ture. Fitting of experimental data for the statistics of the film lifetimes is performed. This permits one to
find the average transient lifetime at the stochastic stage; thus, thinning and rupture are distinguished.
The size dependence of the drainage time is shown to comply with theories which describe the behavior
of films with irregular thickness. The time for thinning, and the inverse drainage rate coefficient, scale
with the film radius as r4/5

f . This work may be relevant to understanding the stability of fluid dispersions
in dependence of the particle size.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The stability of fluid dispersions is governed to a large extent
by the behavior of the thin liquid films which intervene between
the bubbles or drops. For this reason, the films have been subject
of both experimental and theoretical studies. Intrinsically unstable
films, which live only very shortly (for seconds), are relevant to the
problem of successful formulation of dispersions.

The film stability has been recognized to have a stochastic
nature, as suggested by experimental observations—the measured
lifetimes are usually scattered in a certain range [1,2]. Attempts to
explain the origin of such a statistical behavior have not yet led to
a final and commonly accepted conclusion. One source of random
instability is related to the mechanism of film rupture by growth
of capillary waves. The hydrodynamics of wave evolution, and its
connection with the critical thickness of rupture and the film life-
time, have been investigated theoretically (see, e.g., Refs. [3–6]).
The significance of this mechanism has recently been disputed [7],
for bubbles in the 100 �m size range colliding in aqueous salt solu-
tions. It was found that in all cases coalescence occurred at the

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +359 88 9777 441; fax: +359 2 962 5643.
E-mail address: tg@lcpe.uni-sofia.bg (T.D. Gurkov).

dimple rim that was also the thinnest part of the water film (where
the local film thickness had minimum). The latter region was much
smaller than the wavelength of an unstable (critical) fluctuation
wave [7]. The film ruptured quickly when the local minimum in
the thickness fell below about 5 nm, and therefore, went into the
range of the attractive van der Waals–Lifshitz forces [7].

Breakdown of liquid films which happens along the circumfer-
ence (the thinnest part, or the rim), has been considered also in
the context of fluctuations in the local surfactant coverage [8,9].
Drop-to-drop variations in the adsorbate density were assumed to
correspond to the normal distribution [8]. That premise led to an
expression for the cumulative distribution of the coalescence times
which was fitted to experimental data [2,9].

In this work we follow a simple approach, without entering into
details about the physical mechanism of film instability. We con-
sider the statistical behavior of the film lifetime in the frames of
a model representation, based on the time-dependent differential
probability, p(t), for rupture within small time intervals �t. A par-
ticular function p(t) is used to derive the cumulative distribution
of the lifetimes, which is found to be in good agreement with the
experimental measurements. We have chosen a system (aqueous
solution of ionic surfactant) in which the films are basically unsta-
ble, and evolve in two stages—continuous drainage, and stochastic
rupture.

0927-7757/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.colsurfa.2010.12.010
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The thinning process is discussed in view of the role of the thick-
ness inhomogeneity. The actual drainage is observed to be faster
than that predicted by the Reynolds equation [10] for planar cir-
cular films with tangentially immobile surfaces. The influence of
the interfacial mobility, as explicated in Ref. [11], is not important
for surfactant concentrations sufficient to ensure good adsorp-
tion coverage. We find that the main factor determining the
drainage behavior is the non-homogeneity of the thickness. The
Manev–Tsekov–Radoev (MTR) theory [12] is confirmed to ade-
quately describe the obtained data, as the drainage time and the
inverse drainage rate coefficient both scale with the film size in the
predicted form, ∝ r4/5

f .

2. Theory—statistics of film rupture

A simple model treatment is proposed below, with the goal to
rationalize the apparent stochastic nature of the film lifetime. In
particular, we derive an expression for the cumulative probability,
Pc (�), that the film ruptures within a certain finite time interval,
�. This provides a statistical distribution of the lifetimes, which is
compared to experimental measurements in Section 4.

Let us consider small time intervals, �t. With p(t) we denote the
probability that a film ruptures within the interval �t around the
time t. This probability originates from the physical processes caus-
ing instability in the film. In principle, rupture is not deterministic,
in the sense that it cannot be predicted exactly, for example, by
solving the hydrodynamic equations for the time evolution of the
thinning film. This conclusion stems from practical observations.
The reason for such an indeterminacy lies in the presence of inher-
ent factors which bring about statistical behavior. The latter may
originate, for example, from the following:

- Disturbances in the shapes of the menisci and the film surfaces, as
these are perfectly symmetric only in theoretical calculations, but
not in the real systems (where, e.g., the pressure may fluctuate,
etc.);

- Variable density of surfactant adsorption layers, eventually
caused by thermal fluctuations in the local concentration, or by
accidental convections;

- Corrugations of the film surfaces, due to fluctuation capillary
waves which may appear randomly; etc.

In any case, one may expect that the relevant probability p(t)
should be time-dependent, if there are any processes or physical
changes in the film which go on with time. As a subject of our
study, we consider films that are continuously thinning. Therefore,
we have to take into account the functional dependence p(t) explic-
itly. It can be represented by a model expression, for example, of
polynomial type:

p(t) = B1t + B2t2 + B3t3 + · · · (1)

A detailed calculation of the p(t) relation can be a rather difficult
task. It should involve theoretical analysis of the hydrodynamics of
thinning, fluctuations, instabilities, etc. Such a treatment remains
entirely out of the scope of the present work. We adopt an even
simpler form of Eq. (1),

p(t) = Bt (1a)

It will be shown below that Eq. (1a) is sufficient for obtaining
a cumulative distribution that describes some experimental data
well. A natural extension of the proposed approach is to take more
terms in the polynomial expansion, Eq. (1), or select different type
of function for p(t). Then, a corresponding statistical distribution
of the film lifetimes would result, and can be compared with real
measurements.

During their time evolution, liquid films usually stay stable
while the thickness remains large. Rupture starts happening after
the thinning has led to a stage when instabilities occur. In Eqs. (1),
(1a), the time t = 0 corresponds to the moment when a possibility
for film rupture first appears.

Now let us see how the probability p(t) is related to the macro-
scopic statistical behavior of the film lifetime. We take a time
interval � which consists of n = �/�t number of pieces �t. The quan-
tity

p([k + 1]�t)
k∏

i=0

{1 − p(i�t)} (2)

specifies the probability for rupture exactly in the (k + 1) –st inter-
val �t, for arbitrary k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., (n − 1). Here we mention that the
film survives the first k intervals �t when it breaks at the (k + 1) -st
one. The next step in our derivation is to find the probability for film
breakdown at any moment of time between 0 and �, which means
at any �t between the first and the n-th. This (cumulative) probabil-
ity, Pc(n), is routinely obtained by summation over the constituent
events [13,14].

Pc(n) =
n−1∑
k=0

p([k + 1]�t)
k∏

i=0

{
1 − p(i�t)

}
(3)

Eq. (3) can be useful only in combination with an explicit formula
for p(t)—the probability that the film ruptures within �t around t.
We suppose Eq. (1a) is appropriate; this yields

Pc(n) =
n−1∑
k=0

B(k + 1)�t

k∏
i=0

{1 − Bi�t} (4)

Exact calculation according to Eq. (4) is to be performed
numerically. However, under reasonable assumptions an analyt-
ical expression can be derived. For small �t and small p, we set

˘
i

= exp

(
ln ˘

i

)
, replace the summation of logarithms by inte-

gration, and expand in series for small (B�t). The result reads

Pc(�) = 1 − exp
(

−1
2

ˇ�2
)

(5)

(with ˇ = B/�t, � = n�t). Eq. (5) gives the cumulative probability
that the film ruptures at any time between 0 and �; it represents a
particular case of the Weibull distribution. The function Pc(�), Eq.
(5), is used below for data fitting.

The Weibull distribution finds application in the engineering
science for failure analysis, to describe the statistics of the lifetimes
of units when effects of fatigue and wear-out are operative [15].
In the form Pc(�) = 1 − exp( − const . �˛), ˛ = 1.0 means random fail-
ures (independent of age), while ˛ > 1.0 indicates wear-out failures
[15]. In our case ˛ = 2, which means that the probability for rupture
increases with time; the latter feature is reflected in Eq. (1a).

It is convenient to characterize the distribution by the parameter
�1/2—the time at which there is a probability of 0.5 for rupture:

Pc(�1/2) = 0.5; ˇ�2
1/2 = 2 ln 2 (6)

�1/2 can be found from the statistics of measured lifetimes. The
obtained results for �1/2 allow us to distinguish what part of the
overall film lifetime can be attributed to the stochastic process of
rupture.

3. Experimental

We investigated thin liquid films stabilized by the surfactant
Dowfax 2A1, which contains two different individual substances as
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Fig. 1. Chemical components in the surfactant Dowfax 2A1: (I) 8–15%; (II) 28–36%
active substance.

surface active ingredients in aqueous solution. The chemical com-
position [16] is depicted in Fig. 1. The surfactant was manufactured
by Dow Europe SA, Horgen, Switzerland.

Films were made by sucking out aqueous phase from a biconcave
meniscus held in a glass capillary. The cell was a modification of that
proposed by Scheludko and Exerowa [17]. The experimental setup
is presented schematically in Fig. 2. The method has been described
previously [18,19], so that the full details will not be given here. The
film size was controlled by means of a syringe to maintain the air
pressure.

The observations were carried out in reflected monochromatic
light (with wavelength � = 551 nm), so that the interference pic-
ture gave information about the local film thickness. The latter was
expressed as equivalent water thickness, hW, determined from the
formula

hW = �

2�n
arcsin

{
�

1 + [4R/(1 − R)2](1 − �)

}1/2

(7)

Fig. 3. Sample interferogram, that is, the reflected light intensity (a.u.) vs. time.

hW is calculated assuming a homogeneous refractive index,
n, of the bulk solution in the film interior; R = (n − 1)2/(n + 1)2,
and � = (I − Imin)/(Imax − Imin). Here I is the instantaneous inten-
sity of the light reflected from the film; Imin, Imax correspond
to the minimum and maximum values of I. I is obtained by
recording the photo-current from a small part of the film around
the periphery. The measurements of I were performed contin-

Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental setup for thin liquid film measurements.
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Fig. 4. Sequence of images illustrating the time evolution of a foam film; the pictures correspond to the following times: (1) 76 s, (2) 81.2 s, (3) 86.1 s, (4) 91 s, (5) 95 s, (6)
99 s, (7) 103 s, and (8) 110 s after the film formation.

uously as the film was thinning, so the kinetics of drainage
was monitored as a function of time. Fig. 3 shows an exam-
ple of the I(t) dependence, which is converted to h(t) using
Eq. (7).

We studied systems with 0.005% and 0.05% Dowfax, in the pres-
ence of 0.5 M NaCl, at the temperature of 40 ◦C. The conditions were
selected in such a way that the films should be unstable, in the
sense of not reaching a constant equilibrium thickness. All films
were draining, until a transition occurred; the latter was either
rupture or formation of a very thin Newton Black Film (NBF). The
cases illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 include appearance of NBF at the
end of the film lifetime. In other cases the films ruptured directly,
without NBF. We were interested in the thinning stage (before
the transition); the critical thickness of the transition, hcr, was
also measured. The lifetime, �total, is defined as the time elapsed
between the moment when the film thickness corresponds to a
point around the interference maximum (Fig. 3, h ≈ 95 nm), until
the transition happens. The statistical nature of the lifetime is
discussed below in view of the theoretical considerations from
Section 2.

We formed films which had three different sizes, with radii
rf = 0.0050, 0.0100, 0.0150 cm. Our purpose was to explore how the
drainage time depended upon rf.

From Fig. 4 one sees that the film thickness is irregular, in other
words, the two opposing surfaces are not exactly plane parallel,
there are asymmetric thinner and thicker parts which change with
time. This fact bears relevance to the drainage rate, and its size
dependence.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 5 summarizes the results for the lifetime and the criti-
cal thickness of the studied films. In each particular system, the
correlation plot hcr(�total) produces no evidence of any specific
relation between these two quantities; the experimental points
lie in scattered clouds. This confirms the statistical nature of the
film behavior—both the critical thickness and the drainage rate can
fluctuate.
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Fig. 5. Correlation plot of the measured critical thickness, hcr, and the lifetime, �total.
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0.005% DF; film radius = 0.005 cm
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Fig. 6. (a, b) Sample statistical data: Fraction of films that rupture until the moment
� (diamonds and squares), fitted with the model distribution. The measured � is
shifted on the time axis, so that the theoretical curve can fit the experimental points
with one adjustable parameter.

In Fig. 5, a marked trend is noticed in dependence of the film
radius: larger rf leads to longer lifetime �total. On the other hand, the
influence of the film size on hcr is relatively weak. In general, higher
surfactant concentration brings about an increase of the lifetime. In
order to rationalize these features of the stability, it is important to
recognize the existence of two distinct stages in the evolution of the
films. First, there is a process of drainage during which no rupture
can occur; then, a second stage comes, when the film breakdown
happens stochastically, and the rupture events are governed by cer-
tain probability. Below, after analyzing the statistics of rupture, we
will separate the contribution of the pure drainage, �dr, in the total
lifetime, �total. Next, we will comment on the role of the film size
for the drainage time, that is, how �dr scales with rf.

4.1. Statistics of film rupture

The scattered data from Fig. 5 are fitted for each system with
the cumulative probability function Pc(�), Eq. (5). For this purpose,
the number of films which have disappeared within a time period
�, divided by the number of all measured films in a given series,
is taken to represent approximately the cumulative probability for
rupture. In such a way the ordinates of the data points in Fig. 6a, b
are obtained. The time on the abscissa is shifted to the left with an

Table 1
Parameters of film behavior in systems containing Dowfax 2A1 (+0.5 M NaCl, 40 ◦C).

Film radius, rf (cm)→ 0.005 0.010 0.015

0.005 wt% Dowfax
�total (s) 22.64 35.51 44.54
�1/2 (s) 3.80 3.87 4.80
�dr (s) 18.84 31.64 39.74
hcr (nm) 28.4 ± 2.4 30.5 ± 3.6 33.0 ± 3.9

0.05 wt% Dowfax
�total (s) 39.32 46.82 63.95
�1/2 (s) 5.43 3.56 7.21
�dr (s) 33.89 43.26 56.74
hcr (nm) 33.6 ± 3.4 33.8 ± 2.1 41.0 ± 3.9

equal interval, �dr, for all points, as shown in Fig. 6a. From the total
time (diamonds, Fig. 6a) we subtract the time of the drainage stage,
�dr, during which the probability for rupture is equal to zero. The
resulting shifted experimental curve is well fitted by the theoretical
Pc(�), Eq. (5). The adjustable parameter is ˇ, or equivalently, �1/2,
Eq. (6). �dr is also varied to achieve precise horizontal alignment
of the data with the fit; in other words, �dr is found from the fit as
well.

For all cases in the present study (Fig. 5), the cumulative proba-
bility function Pc(�) from Eq. (5) turns out to adequately represent
the statistical behavior of the film rupture. Therefore, we infer that
even the simple dependence p = Bt (Eq. (1a)) can be relevant for
the description of a specific system—perhaps because the times are
short, the p(t) relation can be approximated to a line. On the other
hand, in a recent work (Ref. [20]) the lifetime statistics of very long
living films was analyzed. It was found that the cumulative distri-
bution was of Weibull type (cf. Eq. 5), but with a power index of 1.55
in the exponent [20], while in our work, Eq. (5), the power index is
2. Such a difference is likely to originate from the p(t) dependence,
which can be complicated for long times.

Actually, the Weibull distribution should not be regarded as
universal or unique, as far as other possible choices for interpre-
tation of the film stochasticity have also been discussed in the
literature. In Ref. [21], the log-normal distribution was employed to
describe data for the coalescence efficiency of micron-sized emul-
sion drops. On the other hand, a theoretical distribution [8] which
resembles the normal (Gaussian) one was utilized in Refs. [8,9] to
fit experimental results for the lifetimes of millimeter-sized drops
and bubbles. It seems plausible to infer that specific features of
the investigated system, connected with relevant physical factors,
may influence the macroscopic manifestation of the statistical coa-
lescence behavior. Hence, the applicability of a given theoretical
function can be proven by fitting of concrete data.

Our results for the film lifetimes, including the contributions of
the unstable stage with the statistically averaged time for rupture,
�1/2, and the thinning stage of duration �dr, are collected in Table 1.

�total = �1/2 + �dr (8)

One can discern a well pronounced trend of increasing lifetime,
�total, with the film radius rf, which is due to the increase of the
drainage time, �dr (see Table 1).

4.2. Film drainage behavior

Thinning of films with irregular thickness was considered by
Manev, Tsekov and Radoev [12]; quantitative description of the
non-homogeneities associated with accelerated drainage led to the
following equation for the thinning velocity:

VMTR = 1
6�

5

√
h12(P� − ˘)8

4�3r4
f

= −dh

dt
(9)
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Drainage of film with 0.05% Dowfax + 0.5 M NaCl 
at 40°C, film radius = 0.01 cm
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Fig. 7. Attempt for scaling of the film drainage according to the Reynolds equation.

where � is the liquid viscosity, � is the surface tension, P� is the
capillary pressure (that sucks the liquid from the film), and 	 is the
disjoining pressure (due to molecular forces between the film sur-
faces). In our systems the thinning happens at constant film radius,
so rf in Eq. (9) can be factored out; the integration over the time,
from 0 to �dr, then yields

r4/5
f F(h) = const.�dr (10)

Here F(h) incorporates the effect of the disjoining pressure, 	(h),
which is expected to affect the drainage as far as the thickness falls
below ∼100 nm. Eq. (10) suggests that the thinning time should
scale as r4/5

f . We check if this is true with the data for �dr from
Table 1; they are plotted in Fig. 9. The results prove that the scal-
ing predicted by Eq. (10) really holds. Other authors have also
observed good agreement between experimental measurements
and the MTR Eq. (9)—examples are presented in Refs. [22,23].

Let us comment briefly on the drainage rate of the investigated
films. The Reynolds Eq. (11) describes the case of a circular film with
perfectly plane-parallel surfaces which are tangentially immobile.
If 	 is negligible (for thicker films), Eq. (11) can be cast into inte-
grated form, Eq. (11a). The latter can be used for data chart—see
Fig. 7.

VRe = −dh

dt
= 2h3

3�r2
f

(P� − ˘) (11)

1
h2

= 1

h2
0

+ 4P�

3�r2
f

t (11a)

The initial portion of the h−2(t) dependence is indeed a straight
line (Eq. (11a)). At smaller thicknesses, the influence of the van der
Waals attraction (negative 	) would lead to accelerated drainage,
so the points deviate from the line. The slope in Fig. 7 can be
evaluated, knowing that P� = 30.1 Pa in our case. The expected
slope according to Eq. (11a) is 4 × 10−6 (nm2 s)−1, while the real
one, determined from Fig. 7, is 1.65 × 10−5 (nm2 s)−1. The observed
faster thinning can in principle be due to surface mobility; how-
ever, this is unlikely to be so in the concrete case, because the
surfactant concentration is high (above the Critical Micellization
Concentration). Therefore, the interfaces should be immobilized by
the dense layer of adsorbed surfactant. The most plausible cause for
the fast drainage is the inhomogeneous thickness. Such a conclu-
sion is strongly supported by the fact that �dr scales as r4/5

f (Fig. 9,
Eq. (10)), and we do not have �dr ∝ r2

f as Eq. (11a) would suggest.

Drainage of film with 0.05% Dowfax + 0.5 M NaCl 
at 40°C, film radius = 0.01 cm
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Fig. 8. The initial film thinning [starting from a thickness h(t = 0) close to that at the
first interference maximum], described as (a) ln(h) ∝ t, and (b) h−7/5 ∝ t.

Fig. 8 further illustrates the process of thinning. The simple
empirical dependence

V = −dh

dt
= ˛h (12)

is applied to prepare the plot in Fig. 8a; lnh(t) = lnh(0) − ˛t. Eq. (12)
was found to be in accord with experimentally measured h(t) in
Ref. [24]. In Fig. 8a, the validity of Eq. (12) cannot be anticipated
to extend (with the same rate coefficient) in the whole range of
thicknesses down to hcr, because of the influence of 	(h). Still, the
initial part of the h(t) dependence is well fitted by Eq. (12). We
determine � from the experimental curves lnh ∝ t for all studied
systems.

From Eq. (12) it follows that ˛−1 should scale with the film radius
rf in the same way as the drainage time does. Having in mind Eq.
(10), we reach the surmise that

1
˛

∝ r4/5
f (13)

The latter relation is verified by plotting the available values
of ˛−1 in Fig. 9 (see the right-hand ordinate axis). Evidently, the
scaling of 1/˛ according to Eq. (13) is confirmed.

For the sake of completeness, we checked also the law of thin-
ning predicted by Eq. (9)—in absence of 	 there has to be h−7/5 ∝ t.
Fig. 8b shows this to be true, in a limited interval with thicker films.
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Fig. 9. The characteristic parameters of film thinning (�dr, ˛−1) scale as r4/5
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Of course, for a full comparison with the theory, the disjoining pres-
sure 	(h) should be taken into account. That task, however, may
be complicated for films whose thickness is irregular.

5. Conclusions

We have investigated unstable liquid films, with time evolution
that consists of thinning and stochastic rupture stages. The statistics
of the film lifetime is described by a simple model which does not
consider in detail the mechanism of rupture and the underlying
physical phenomena. Instead, the cumulative distribution function
is derived from a model time dependence of the probability, p(t),
for film rupture within a small interval �t around a time t. It is
assumed that the p(t) relation is linear, which is reasonable for short
times. The obtained peculiar integral distribution Pc(t) is in good
agreement with the measurements. From the fits with the model
cumulative curve, we determine the average transient lifetime �1/2
pertaining to the stage when rupture is possible. The total lifetime
is a sum of �1/2 and the drainage time.

The drainage time, and the inverse thinning rate coefficient,
scale with the film radius as r4/5

f . This is in accord with the expec-
tations which follow from the MTR theory for films with irregular
thickness.
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